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ABSTRACT 

 
 

In contemporary Damascus, the modern oboe and an instrument known as its 

predecessor, the zurna, are heard on a daily basis as they continue to be employed in 

Syrian popular and folk music practices. After observing the pervasiveness of the sounds 

of these instruments in Syria, I proceeded to investigate the socio-cultural processes 

surrounding their usage.  

This study provides a history of the zurna, traces its development in Europe into 

the modern oboe, and explores the oboe’s re-entry into musical practices in the Middle 

East. Through empirical fieldwork, I collected data that allowed me to observe the social 

significance of the sounds of these instruments for musicians and listeners alike in the 

Greater Damascus area. Using Jonathan Shannon’s modernity improvisation model 

(Shannon 2006) as a departure point, I analyze the way Syrians use instruments such as 

the zurna and oboe in seemingly diverging ways to create their own “modern” 

subjectivities. Additionally, I demonstrate how these sounds reflect what Clifford Geertz 

refers to as the inevitable struggle between essentialism and epochalism in post-colonial 

nations such as Syria (Geertz 1971) through the analyzation of discourse surrounding 

instruments so deemed “modern” or “authentic” (such as the oboe and zurna, 

respectively) in contemporary Syrian society.  

Musical examples are included in order to demonstrate performance practice and 

provide perspective on the music theory behind the ways composers and musicians 

include the sounds of the oboe and zurna in particular works and genres.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The metaphorical associations and lore surrounding the modern oboe are evident 

both in writings about the instrument (its sound and use), and in the way symphonic 

composers1 have included it in programmatic works that make use of the oboe’s 

associations with folk tradition, pastoral life, and war.2 These associations show no great 

divergence from those that are synonymous with an instrument that is widely considered 

to be one of the oboe’s possible predecessors, the zurna (a folk oboe in the Middle East). 

While the oboe and zurna continue to evoke seemingly timeless shared metaphors, they 

carry additional significance and may serve as relevant cultural indicators within the 

societies in which they are practiced and heard in daily musical life. 

In contemporary Syria, it is possible to hear both the oboe and zurna daily, 

without any proactive effort to do so. During my initial trip to Syria I discovered that the 

sounds of both the oboe and the zurna are a part of the everyday soundscape in 

Damascus. The sound of the oboe is present every morning as people listen to radio 

stations dedicated entirely to playing the music of the internationally famous Lebanese 

female pop singer, Fairuz (born Nouhad Haddad, 1935). In Syria and Lebanon, various 

radio stations are dedicated to playing only the music of Fairuz every morning until 

approximately 11 a.m. or noon.  The zurna may be heard live any given night as part of 

                                                 
1 I am referring to composers that practice in the Western European Classical tradition: 
the music tradition that sponsored the development of the oboe after its entrance to 
Europe, and therefore the tradition responsible for the bulk of its repertoire. Composers 
from W.A. Mozart (1756-1791) to John Corigliano (b. 1938) have indicated that they 
used the oboe to conjure images such as folk ritual and military activity. 
2 Geoffrey Burgess and Bruce Haynes, The Oboe, (London: Yale University Press), 7. 
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the ever-present celebrations (the occasions for which vary from marriage, to pilgrimage 

returns, to store openings) for which ‘arāḍa bands (popular wind/percussion folk 

ensembles) frequently perform. The zurna also has a large presence, be it live or 

synthesized, in popular music. 

Given the pervasiveness of the oboe and its ancient predecessor in contemporary 

Syrian daily life, I decided to investigate how Syrians considered these instruments and 

what they may represent within society. Through a series of extended stays in Damascus 

(beginning in 2006 and ending with a nine-month residency in 2009/2010; cumulatively 

two years), I conducted empirical fieldwork and extensive research in an attempt to 

understand the social significance of these sounds for musicians and the general listening 

public alike in the Greater Damascus area.3 In the present document, I demonstrate how 

the oboe and the zurna function in Syrian music as Damascenes attempt to improvise4 

and authenticate a “musical modernity”. 

For the purposes of the current discussion, it is necessary to specify certain 

terminology used throughout the document. I use the term “oboe” to refer to the 

instrument as it exists after experiencing its final major developments in the latter half of 

the 17th century. “Zurna” is used to describe the folk oboe I encountered most frequently 

in Syria, and a complete and detailed description of the instrument is included in Chapter 

II. Additionally, I want to delineate what I am considering to be Syrian music: resulting 

from my examination of the roles the zurna and oboe have occupied in the music that has 

                                                 
3 The parameters of my research are explained in detail in Chapter IV. 
4 I use Jonathan Shannon’s modernity “improvisation” model (2006) as a departure point 
to describe the way Syrians create their own “modern” subjectivities based on a standard 
stock of traits within a given space. 
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been and is popular in Syria, I have chosen to include Arab music produced both within 

and outside of Syria at the discretion of the popular music trends and artists in Damascus. 

Chapter II explores the history of the zurna and discusses how its etymology may 

be problematic to any attempt at reconstructing its functional history. The zurna is 

described in great detail and pictures are included for reference. While the nomenclature 

for the instrument and its variants differ from country to country (and further, region to 

region), instruments that are the same or similar exist in most Middle Eastern countries. 

Focusing on its recent past in Syria, I illustrate the ways current musical practices 

surrounding the zurna reflect an enduring, primarily Turkish, influence (mainly through 

Syrian ‘arāḍa bands that are comprised of wind and percussion instruments).  

Chapter III traces the entrance of the zurna into Europe via Turkish yeniçeri 

bands, through its development into the modern oboe. I then describe the “developed 

zurna’s” (the oboe’s) re-introduction to the Middle East facilitated first by the 1932 

Congress on Arab Music which allowed its use in Arab song forms, and then by the 

establishment of music conservatoires by occupying and colonial powers. 

Chapter IV offers musical examples to demonstrate the way the oboe and zurna 

represent notions of modernity and authenticity through their utilization in various Arab 

music genres. I discuss the results of my fieldwork, revealing how performers and 

listeners alike assign social significance to the sounds of the instruments, providing 

insight to what modernity means in Syria today.   

I conclude this study with perspectives on how musical instruments not only 

provide a sonic product, but also reflect historical, political, and societal trends, and serve 
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as repositories that reveal how these trends evolve over time. While the following 

analysis is specific to the oboe and zurna in contemporary Syrian society, it demonstrates 

how musical instruments and their usage may serve as significant cultural indexes in a 

society. The present study of the oboe and zurna, in the words of Pierre Bourdieu, 

provides just “one case of the possible”.5 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
5 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, 2nd ed., trans. 
Richard Nice (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1984). 
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CHAPTER II. THE ZURNA IN SYRIAN MUSIC 
 
 

Etymology and Organology 

 

 In attempting to situate some perspective on the history of the zurna (or a 

prehistory of the oboe), one encounters considerable ambiguity. Regarding what may be 

considered the earliest descriptions of double reed instruments, references that mention 

the Greek aulos and Roman tibia do not often specify whether the double-piped 

instrument was one of the flute, oboe (double reed), or clarinet (single reed) nature.6 

Various treatises throughout the Common Era have construed ancient Greek and Roman 

sources differently, yielding to different phases of accepted interpretation even 

throughout the Common Practice Period.7 

Arabic sources that include references to what may have been early double-reed 

type instruments are no more discernable. Both Henry George (H.G.) Farmer8 and 

George Sawa9 have written of the difficulty in attempting to distinguish between what is 

labeled nāy and mizmār (another name for the zurna) in ancient Arabic texts. In the Arab 

world today, the nāy generally refers to a reed flute10, and the mizmār to a double reed 

instrument. However, it appears that in the past the terms were either used 

                                                 
6 Geoffrey Burgess and Bruce Haynes, The Oboe, (London: Yale University Press, 2004), 
11. 
7 For a thorough discussion on the problems surrounding descriptions of the aulos and 
tibia, see Burgess and Haynes, 2004. 
8 Farmer, 1929,1945. 
9 Sawa, 1989.  
10 The nāy is an end-blown flute. The body consists of a gouged portion of arundo-donax, 
and contains six (front) finger holes and one (back) thumbhole.  
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interchangeably, or instrumental nomenclature simply varied from era to era, country to 

country, and furthermore, region to region.  It was not until the 10th century that we find 

somewhat of a consistent distinction in literature between the two.11  Farmer and Sawa 

have come to different conclusions regarding usage for the term “mizmār”. 

In The Minstrelsy of “The Arabian Nights”, H. G. Farmer explores the intrinsic 

role music plays in the Medieval collection of tales, The Arabian Nights12, and relates the 

musical descriptions to written accounts about the Islamic cultural practices and 

sentiments regarding music at the time. In Chapter 4, he lists all of the instruments 

mentioned in The Arabian Nights and notes that when the word “mizmār”  is used to 

describe an instrument, it is exclusively in outdoor, royal contexts. While it is not 

specified as a double reed, the fact that it is mentioned in outdoor settings implies that the 

authors were referring to an instrument capable of a greater volume in sound than a reed 

flute (the word mizmār was likely referring to a type of double reed instrument). 

George Sawa focuses on two major Arab music philosophers of the Medieval 

period, al-Farabi (b. ca. 872, d. 950) and al-Is�bahani (b. 897, d.967) in Music 

Performance Practice in the Early ‘Abbāsid Era, 132-320 AH/750-932 AD. It is in his 

discussion of the writings of al-Farabi in which we encounter any mention of an oboe-

                                                 
11 Eckhard Neubauer, ed., The Science of Music in Islam, vol 2. by Henry George Farmer  
(Frankfurt am Main: Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science at the Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe University, 1997).  It should be noted that the distinction Farmer seems 
to be referring to is that of al-Farabi in his Kitāb al-Musīqī al-Kabīr (Grand Book of 
Music), where he describes double reed instruments and refers to them consistently as 
surnāy. 
12 The Arabian Nights (Alf Laila wa Laila), is a collection of stories of uncertain date and 
authorship. The fairy tales and fables contained within reflect North African, Middle 
Eastern, and Central Asian origin, making attribution of the collection to one author 
impossible. 
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type instrument. In describing the contents of al-Farabi’s Kitab al-Musiqi al-Kabir, Sawa 

lists the  “mizmār (a flute or reed pipe)”13 and “surnāy (oboe)”14, as part of the collection 

of instruments that al-Farabidescribes in terms of range and capability.15 This implies that 

during the time of al-Farabi, the word mizmār did not refer to a double reed instrument, 

but instead the Persian word surnāy was used. It is the Persian term for the instrument 

from which the Turkish word, zurna (the word currently used in Syria) is conceivably 

derived. While the term surnāy is generally no longer used in the Middle East to refer to a 

double reed folk instrument, it seems to have remained in use in some coastal 

communities of the Arabian Peninsula.16 Sawa later refers to the reed flute as the nāy, but 

notes that it is a “flute or reed pipe, also generically known as the “mizmār” 17, 

reaffirming the word’s ambiguity. 

As mentioned before, today the word nāy is a term most commonly applied to a 

reed flute, while the word mizmār is used to describe double reed folk instruments. The 

contemporary definition for the word nāy in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)18 is:  

 

A flute without mouthpiece, made of bamboo, rarely of wood, in different sizes, 
which, when blown, is held in a slanting forward position.19 

                                                 
13 George Dimitri Sawa, Music Performance Practice in the Early ‘Abbasid Era 132-320 
AH/750-932 AD, (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1989), 15. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16Najwa Adra, “Dance in the Arabian Peninsula,” in Garland Encyclopedia of World 
Music Online, vol. 6. http://glnd.alexanderstreet.com.ezproxy2.330502. 
17 Sawa, 81. 
18 Modern Standard Arabic is the standard and literary Arabic in use today. It is based on 
Classical Arabic and is used in writing and formal speech. This differs from the wide 
variety of dialects or “spoken” Arabic that vary substantially throughout the Middle East. 
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The mizmār is defined as: 
 
  
 Single-pipe wood-wind instrument resembling the oboe.20 

 
 
After hearing the instrument on a preliminary research trip in 2006, I found that 

the word “mizmār” in English-Arabic Dictionaries matched the description of the 

instrument I saw. Proceeding, I attended an Arabic music seminar with Dr. Scott Marcus 

in 2008, in which he taught me how to play the Egyptian mizmār. 21 However, when 

trying to find a mizmār player or instrument for purchase in Syria, I discovered that it is 

more commonly referred to by its Turko-Persian name, the zurna. In asking for the 

mizmār in Syria, I was often led to a double-piped idioglot instrument more commonly 

known as the mijwiz, or the minjayra – a flute-type instrument with varying mouthpieces 

that differ according to region. Novelty mijwiz instruments are sold frequently on street 

corners outside of Damascus’ famed Suq al-Hamidiyya. Known as the largest covered 

marketplace in the country, it is located inside the old city of Damascus, next to the 

Damascus Citadel. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
19 This is the definition provided in English in the fourth edition of Arabic English 
Dictionary: The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, Edited by J Milton 
Cowan (1994). It is arguably the most widely used Arabic-English dictionary. s.v. "يان.” 
20The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1994), s.v. “رامزم.”  
21 Single-tubed, double-reed folk instruments in Egypt are called mizmār (pl. mizāmir). 
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Photograph II-1. Suq al-hamidiyya. 

 

Following months of inquiry and avoidance of shoddy instruments geared towards 

non-musician tourists, the zurna I finally obtained is a conical, double-reed instrument. 

The body is constructed of apricot wood and is approximately 34 centimeters in length. It 

contains seven finger holes, one thumbhole, and is keyless. 
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Photograph II-2.  Body of the wooden zurna, painted black by the maker. The holes 

found at the bottom of the instrument (on the bell) are acoustically superfluous22, and 

serve as decoration. 

 

A wooden “fork”, approximately 9.5 centimeters in length is inserted at the top of 

the zurna. The diameter of the bore of the zurna increases gradually from the top of the 

instrument to the bell, making it a conical instrument (versus a cylindrical instrument, in 

which the diameter remains consistent throughout the length of the instrument). The 

wooden fork further adds to the conicity of the zurna. 
                                                 
22 During field research, few participants relayed various explanations for the presence of 
the acoustically nonessential bell holes; the responses offered ranged from demonic usage 
to simple decoration. While select explanations relate to literary myths I found 
surrounding the zurna in various Turkish and Arabic resources, I have chosen to save this 
discussion from the present document as participants generally did not associate myth 
with the musical practices discussed here. 
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Photograph II-3. Wooden fork attached to reed well. 

 

 

The “double reed” used to produce sound on the instrument is actually a slice 

from a tube of arundo donax (referred to here as “cane”) that has been scraped evenly (all 

the cambium is removed). It is approximately 1. 3 centimeters in length, 9 millimeters in 

diameter, and tied onto a metal staple of approximately 3.5 centimeters (after being tied 

on, it is flattened to form a triangular shape). While it is not actually two pieces of cane, 

due to the flattening of the tube, it functions as two.  
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Photograph II-4. Slices of arundo donax tube, after all the cambium has been removed. 

The piece on the left shows the cane prior to having been flattened. The piece on the right 

shows the cane after having been flattened, but prior to being tied onto a staple. 
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Photograph II-5. Metal zurna reed staple with metal flaps to assist in the thread “bulb” 

formation. 
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Photograph II-6. Finished zurna reed. The finished reed is approximately 4.3 centimeters 

in length. 

 

The white thread (both threads used for zurna reeds are similar to what is labeled 

as “carpet thread” in the United States) is what holds the slice of cane onto the staple. The 

black reed thread is used at the top to further reinforce the white thread that is holding the 
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cane onto the staple. It is used at the bottom in order to form something that will allow 

the reed, once inserted into the reed well at the top of the wooden fork, to be held in place 

virtually airtight. The thread is coated in layers of beeswax, providing a seal over the 

layers of thread. 

To play the zurna, the reed must be fully inserted into the player’s mouth where it 

is allowed to vibrate freely as air is blown through it (whereas an oboe reed is placed 

between the player’s lips, and intonation, volume, and tonal color are constantly nuanced 

as the performer manipulates the reed’s tip opening). The zurna is held from the mouth, 

perpendicular to the player’s body. The fingers of the left hand cover the first three holes 

from the top of the instrument, and the thumb of the left hand is used to cover the thumb 

hole (found on the back of the instrument, or opposite the finger holes). The fingers of the 

right hand are used to cover the bottom four holes (the little finger of the right hand 

covers the last hole; the little finger of the left hand is not used to play the zurna). 

The zurna I purchased was one shown to me by Ghzwan Bittar, one of the well-

known zurna performers in Damascus. He took me to the instrument dealer23 from whom 

he purchased his own. I asked about the origins of the particular instrument he 

recommended I buy, and he said it was made in Turkey. I asked for a Syrian or Lebanese 

made zurna, but Mr. Bittar’s reply was: “All the best instruments are from Turkey.”24 

 

                                                 
23 I had been well acquainted with this particular instrument dealer; he is the one that 
passed my name to Mr. Bittar. However, in my previous trips to his shop, he only showed 
me low-grade, Egyptian made mizmārs that were not fit for actual performance, but likely 
geared towards tourists or amateur musicians. 
24 Ghzwan Bittar, interview by author, 28 March 2010, Damascus, live interview, Suq al-
Hamidiyya, Damascus. 
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Figure II-7. Fully assembled zurna with reed. 
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Historical Usage 

 

 There are various reasons behind the continued use of the Turko-Persian name 

zurna in Syria vs. the Arabic word mizmār. In explicating my findings, I will consider the 

history of the instrument in the region and the historical and contemporary political 

relations between Syria and Turkey. My research also uncovered reasons behind the 

affinity of Turkish music and instruments that most of the Syrian musicians expressed 

during my 2009-2010 residency in Damascus.25 

 Political relations between Syria and Turkey over the last century (and since the 

fall of Ottoman rule of Syria in 1918) have been unstable, but particularly volatile over 

the last twenty years. The main points of contempt between the countries included the 

following: Cold War alignment; the Kurds issue (disputes including those over alleged 

illegal immigrants from the Turkish-Kurdish population and disagreements over the 

support of various Kurdish organizations); territory (Syria did not recognize the 1939 

Hatay Province annexation by Turkey)26; and water resources.27 However, Turkish Prime 

Minister Erdoğan’s visit to Damascus in 2004 was symbolic of improved relations and an 

                                                 
25 The majority of findings presented in the current study are a result of the researcher’s 
9-month residency as a Fulbright Fellow in Damascus, Syria from August 2009 to June 
2010. 
26 France, as acting power under the French mandate of Syria (1922-1943), ceded the 
Hatay province in 1937. It was first part of an autonomous state, and was then annexed 
by Turkey in 1939.  
27 Graham E. Fuller, The New Turkish Republic: Turkey as a Pivotal State in the Muslim 
World. (United States Institute of Peace: Washington, DC, 2008), 93. 
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optimistic future.28 Following that, a number of positive changes took place: a free-trade 

zone between the two countries was established in 2005; Syria and Turkey established a 

joint company for oil exploration; and a common electricity grid was developed in border 

areas.29 The warming of political relations led to a led to a massive increase in the 

number of Turkish tourists in Syria from 2000 to 200530, increasing trade and 

sociocultural exchange. 

 During my stay in Syria, I found that not just musical instruments, but most 

Turkish products and brands were highly valued. Turkish-made clothing and shoes were 

preferred for their higher quality (the market in Syria is currently flooded with products 

from China that are not only of poor quality but are sometimes even toxic31, e.g. food 

stuffs, make-up, etc.32) and also for their somewhat more affordable prices than the 

available European imports.  

It is due to centuries of Ottoman occupation and the reciprocal exchange between 

the Ottoman Empire and the cultures of the occupied lands33 that Syrian ‘arāḍa bands 

(the ensemble the zurna performs with frequently in Damascus) maintain an essentially 

Turkish structure and instrumentation. The recently softened relations between the two 

                                                 
28 Ibid, vi. This marked the occasion when Turkey first officially recognized their shared 
border with Syria. 
29 Ibid, 96. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Brett M. Decker and William C. Triplett II, “China’s Poisonous Exports: PRC Products 
Aren’t Just Cheap, They’re Dangerous”, in The Washington Times Online, Nov. 15, 
2011 http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/nov/15/chinas-poisonous-exports/ 
32 Personal opinion of the author substantiated by the findings of ingredients in the listed 
items. 
33 Ursula Reinhard, “Turkey: An Overview,” in Garland Encyclopedia of World Music 
Online, vol. 6. http://glnd.alexanderstreet.com.ezproxy2.330534 
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countries may account for musicians’ preferences for Turkish-made instruments and 

musical forms.  

 Turkish yeniçeri bands, or mehter, seem to have greatly impacted the structure 

and functions of the Syrian ‘arāḍa bands. Mehter bands, (or mehterhāne – the Ottoman 

plural for the word meaning “house of mehter”) are believed to have been influenced by 

wind and percussion ensembles of Turco-Mongolian northern China (as described in 7th 

century Orhan scriptures)34 and similarly built Byzantine ensembles that Ibn Battuta 

wrote about in a 14th century manuscript.35 

 Although mehterhāne were likely not the first military bands in the region to use 

the wind/percussion combination (and therefore, did not first expose this type of band to 

the area that is now Syria36), the Turkish model is particularly relevant for two reasons: 

zurna players in Syrian ‘arāḍa bands often cite Turkish mehter and davul/zurna 

practices (a double-sided drum and double reed folk ensemble that is indigenous to 

Anatolia); and mehter bands represent an important link between folk and art music – a 

link between improvisation and institutionalization that appears to be a recurring theme in 

current Syrian musical practices.37  

Ottoman mehter bands consisted of five main instruments: zurna, trumpet, 

cylindrical bass drums (davul), cymbals, and kettledrums. The size and instrumentation 

of Ottoman mehter bands depended on the occasion (weddings, births, and circumcisions 

                                                 
34 Sabahattin Doras, Mehterhane. Turkiye Turing ve Otomobil Kurumu, (The Military 
Band of the Turkish Army), (Military museum curator: Istanbul, 1971), 30. 
35 Michale Pirker, “Janissary Music” in Grove Music Online. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.  
36 Ibid. 
37 Reinhard, ibid. This issue will be discussed further in Chapter IV. 
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of the royal and elite, diplomatic visits, or war proceedings)38 and in the cases of state-

ceremonial use, size was dependent on what rank the celebrated official held.39 

The mehter dissolved in 1826 with the abolishment of the yeniçeri (janissary) 

troupes by Sultan Mahmud II, in an event known as the “Auspicious Incident”.40 

Mahmud II obliterated (through battle and massacre) the revolting yeniçeri troupes after 

rendering them corrupt and dysfunctional, and consequentially established a new army 

under his direct control that was modeled after European structures and practices.41 There 

began an effort to revive the mehter practice in 1911 by the director of Istanbul’s Military 

Museum, Askeri Müze. By the 1960s, the practice had been reestablished in Turkey and 

was accompanied by serious efforts to standardize all mehter bands of the Turkish Armed 

forces in music, instrumentation, and dress.42  

 Two of the main instruments of mehterāne also comprise the most widespread 

folk ensemble in Turkey: the zurna and davul.4344 The zurna discussed in the present 

document may be considered closer in likeness (size, range, and function) to the mid- to 

higher pitched instruments used in certain folk zurna/davul practices. They frequently 

perform for important occasions such as weddings and circumcisions, in which they 

                                                 
38 Pirker, ibid. 
39 Doras, ibid, 24. 
40 “Janissary” in Brittanica Online. 
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/topic/300350/Janissary 
41 “Mahmud II” in Brittanica Online. 
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/topic/358274/Mahmud-II 
42 Doras, 23. 
43 Reinhard, ibid. 
44 The davul is a large, double-headed drum played with a large mallet and thin stick. 
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accompany outdoor (mostly) male dancing.45 Variations of this ensemble are found 

throughout Turkey and in neighboring regions as well.46 In fact, the folk double-

reed/drum ensemble may be found in many musical cultures, and this combination exists 

in some form in almost every Arab country (in most cases, each country has their own 

version of a folk oboe).  

However, when it comes to the zurna in Syria, most players do not boast playing 

the “Syrian zurna”, but prefer to play imported, Turkish instruments, and seek to 

associate themselves with Turkish practices47 over other “Arab” ensemble types such as 

the Sa’īdī mizmār of Egypt. This seems contradictory in a society that boasts an authentic 

Arab culture self-legitimized through the historicization of the people and land.  In his 

essay, “After the Revolution: The Fate of Nationalism in the New States” (1971), 

Clifford Geertz discusses how newly independent states such as Syria made efforts to 

separate or detach (even culturally) from neighboring countries in attempts at nation 

building.48 While the desire to associate with Turkish practices can be viewed as an 

attempt by Syrians to distinguish themselves from their Arab counterparts (as a result of 

nation-building attempts), it may also be  (at least partially) due to the practicality of the 

circumstances of trade and proximity with Turkey. Additionally, mainstream Middle 

Eastern and Turkish popular and classical music practices have had a reciprocal effect on 

                                                 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
47 In many cases, it is more in theory rather than practice. 
48 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 237. 
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each other since the 1930s49, possibly establishing the proclivity towards the assertion of 

a primarily Turkish resemblance. 

 

Current “Folk” Practices 

 

 Unlike its counterparts, the medium in which the zurna plays in Syria is not 

named after the instrumentation of the ensemble (such as the Turkish zurna/davul, or in 

the Egyptian case, Sa’īdī mizmār). The word ‘arāḍa in Syrian dialect means to protest, 

present, or oppose.50 Similar names with the same root in Arabic are given to folk 

practices in the Gulf that involve sword dances.51 In Syria, ‘arāḍa is the name of the 

medium, and individual bands assign themselves names that recall a distant past such as 

“al-Sham al-Qadimeh” (“Ancient Damascus”). 

 While Syrian ‘arāḍa bands are one of the few mediums that utilize a folk oboe 

in Syria (excluding Kurdish musical practices that are not included in the present 

discussion), ‘arāḍa bands do not require the instrument. In advertisements and personal 

interviews, I found that most Damascene ‘arāḍa bands describe themselves as traditional 

music groups that sing and perform sensational sword fights for special occasions.52 

Many ‘arāḍa bands in Syria consist of various percussion instruments (daff53, 

                                                 
49 Martin Stokes, The Republic of Love: Cultural Intimacy in Turkish Popular Music 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2010), 19. 
50 The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1994), s.v. “ةضارع” 
51 Adra, ibid. 
52 Nadia Muhanna, “The Big Day,” Syria Today, November 2009, 34. 
53 A frame drum. 
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darbekka54, and riqq55), singers (percussion players often sing as well), sword fighters 

(young men trained in re-enacting sword fights), and usually a trumpet56 and/or zurna 

player. After interviewing ‘arāḍa bandleaders and zurna players, I found that trumpet 

was actually more common (due to the institutionalized parade or marching band 

practices that are common in Syrian schools and churches, making trumpets and trumpet 

players much easier to come by).  

The use of zurna in ‘arāḍa performances usually only takes place upon request 

of the patron. During my time in Damascus, I found there were about six practicing zurna 

players in the Greater Damascus area who were frequently contracted as needed by 

Damascene ‘arāḍa bands (and therefore not affiliated with any particular band).  One 

zurna player may perform with 4-5 bands any given night. In one night, a zurna player 

may play with several bands, and for a number of the different occasions ‘arāḍa bands 

typically perform for: weddings, store openings, hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) returns, 

holiday and public celebrations.57 

In discussing contemporary performance practice of the zurna, it is the ‘arāḍa 

setting that will be the main focus of this document regarding the live use of the 

                                                 
54 A single-headed goblet-shaped drum. 
55 A tambourine-like instrument with five sets of cymbals distributed evenly around the 
frame. A membrane is stretched across one side. 
56 Use of the trumpet further reflects Ottoman mehter influence. Some sources attribute 
the trumpet itself as evidence of cultural exchange between mehter and European 
cultures. However, because trumpets were also found in the bands of Turco-Mongolian 
China prior to Ottoman contact with Europe, this is a false attribution. What can be 
considered evidence of cultural exchange between mehter and Europe is the use of the S-
shaped and looped trumpet by mehter as found in pictorial evidence of Ottoman and 
Persian ensembles starting in the second half of the 15th century (see Pirker). 
57 The occasions listed are in order of the frequency with which I encountered them 
during my residency in Damascus. 
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instrument. The reasons for this are threefold: 1.) this is the most common medium and 

practice in which one may encounter the zurna in Damascus, and arguably most of Syria; 

2.) ‘arāḍa performances may include dabka (a traditional line dance that often utilizes 

the sound of a live or synthesized zurna) practices that can be classified separately (and 

were not the main focus of research for the author); 3.) the role of the zurna in ‘arāḍa is 

of particular importance to this study as its employment (and exclusion)  in the medium 

reflects the  “improvising” of an authenticity and/or modernity (in some cases according 

to the patron, and in others at the inclination of the zurna player) that is particularly 

relevant when comparing the usage of the sound of the zurna in Syria to that of the oboe. 

Syria and Lebanon share strong cultural ties because of geographic location and 

political history (the countries were not completely separate from each other until 1945). 

Today, a great deal of artistic exchange exists between Beirut and Damascus.58 Lebanese 

popular music artists dominate the radio channels, and the majority of albums in Syrian 

music stores are those of Lebanese artists. Furthermore, Syrians often claim Lebanese 

singers and music to be Syrian. (Perhaps this is a reflection of the long-standing Syrian 

stance that Lebanon is not a separate country but just a province of Syria.59) Due to the 

aforementioned, the current study will examine the use of the zurna (live and 

synthesized) sound by both Lebanese and Syrian popular musicians. 

 

 

                                                 
58 Observed through personal communication during the author’s residency in Damascus, 
Syria, July-August, 2008. 
59 Shannon, 14. 
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Profile of a zurna player in Damascus 

 

 The following descriptions of zurna performers and the ‘arāḍa practice in 

Damascus are the result of my findings during 2009/2010 residency. The information 

provided is a result of personal communication with ‘arāḍa band leaders and zurna 

players. As there is not existing scholarship in Arabic or English that provides empirical 

data or observations on Damascene zurna or ‘arāḍa practices, the present study 

addresses lacunae in the fields of performance and ethnomusicological study.  

 My principal teacher in Damascus was Ghzwan Bittar (b. 1979), a musician who 

specializes in both Western European and Arab wind instruments. He is one of the most 

sought-after zurna players in Damascus, and was performing nightly with ‘arāḍa bands 

throughout my period of study with him. 

 On a typical evening, Mr. Bittar would perform for several weddings or store 

openings (these are the occasions he is hired to perform zurna for the most). ‘arāḍa 

bands hired for large events would contract him in advance, and he may receive calls for 

smaller or less formal occasions as late as an hour prior to the event itself. He would 

perform for as many events as he could every night, cab-hopping from venue to venue 

around Damascus and its suburbs. This was the typical performance night for most zurna 

players during my stay in Damascus. As there were only approximately 3 to 4 skilled and 

practicing zurna players (that the author was aware of, and as per Mr. Bittar) for hire in 

Damascus, yet countless ‘arāḍa bands, zurna players were a precious commodity. 
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 Mr. Bittar would arrive for his engagements dressed in a button-down men’s shirt 

and jeans. He never wore any of the traditional clothing that was the typical uniform for 

‘arāḍa members. “Traditional” clothing for ‘arāḍa bands varies: some bands wear 

clothing typical to southern Syrian villages, such as shirwāl (baggy pants that are tight 

around the ankles) and tāqiyya (short, rounded cap) to Turkish style fezzes and vests. Mr. 

Bittar explained that it would not make much sense for him to wear any traditional 

clothing considering he would play with several bands per night, and each band has a 

different style of dress. 

 When I asked Mr. Bittar how he became interested in music, he said he grew up 

liking artists such as Celine Dion, and thought that style of music was “so nice”.60 This 

inspired him to learn to play instruments that could perform in songs such as those of 

Celine Dion. He specified that the first music he was inclined towards was “not 

Arabic”.61 He began to play the accordion at age 13, and proceeded to teach himself how 

to play the keyboard, trumpet, baritone, trombone, saxophone, and clarinet. At some 

point, he said he was able to travel to Lebanon and receive private lessons for some of the 

brass instruments. He also claimed to have been accepted to and studied at the High 

Institute of Music in Damascus, but discontinued his education there because he did not 

care for the chair placements in the student orchestra. 

 It was at age 17, at approximately the same time he began learning the trombone, 

that Mr. Bittar began to study Arab music. He started taking private lessons with 

                                                 
60 Ghzwan Bittar, interview by author, 29 April 2010, Damascus, live interview, Shari’ 
Baghdad, Damascus 
61 Ibid. 
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someone who began teaching him the ‘ud. It was not until age 22 that Mr. Bittar became 

interested in the zurna. When I asked what attracted him to the instrument, he responded: 

 

Because it’s charming, I don’t know…it’s like, snake instrument. She goes on 
immediately to your heart, and makes you dance, even if you don’t want to dance. 
And, it’s between Turkish and Arabic, like this. And, you can play anything simple 
with it, and every place you play zurna, all the people will dance immediately. If 
anyone is feeling angry, “Oops! I’m happy now, because I’m listening to zurna, 
yes!” 62 
 
Mr. Bittar said he wished he had someone to teach him the instrument, but he 

ended up learning it independently. Despite this, he said he felt he managed to achieve a 

very high performance level, and could “challenge” anyone in Syria or Turkey on the 

instrument. 

Curious as to how he was able to play the various folk songs he performs with 

‘arāḍa bands, I asked him how he learned them without any form of guidance or a 

teacher. He said that as he started performing, if anyone requested a song by a name he 

did not know, he would just ask that they sing it for him, or send him a copy. In some 

cases, the songs were ones he had heard before, or had grown up with. He learned songs 

that were completely new quickly because of his excellent aural skills. 

When I asked if most of the songs he performed on zurna were Syrian, or even 

Levantine, I was surprised to hear his answer was no: 

 

 
 

                                                 
62 Ibid. 
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No, there is Damascus song, Turkish, Lebanese, and Egyptian. In Egypt, they like 
this so much. But this zurna is different than Egyptian zurna. This zurna is Turkish, and it 
has a more powerful sound, and it’s too expensive. This is maybe about 5,000 [SYP63] 
and more…Egyptian zurnas are just 1,800 [SYP]. So, there are a lot of Egyptian songs, 
there are Jordanian, Saudi, Kurdish songs…there are a lot of grooms here, maybe they 
are from these countries, or maybe they are from here but have guests from these other 
countries. So, maybe they ask me “Please, play this Saudi song.” And Sufi…yeah, I can 
do this. 

 
 

 Mr. Bittar earns a little under 40 USD (2,000 Syrian pounds) per zurna 

performance. In a country where the average income was 242 USD per month in 201064, 

this was an ample fee. Nevertheless, being a sought after zurna player was by no means 

enough to support oneself or a family. Mr. Bittar owns a hardware shop that he manages 

by day, and reserves his musical career for evenings only. Additionally, the demand for 

‘arāḍa is seasonal; its peak seasons are spring and summer, when most people get 

married in Syria. The fall and winter are considerably slower except for major holidays. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
63 Syrian Pounds 
64 “Syria’s Average Monthly Salary at SYP 11,113”. May 2010. http://www.syria-
today.com/index.php/may-2010/558-business-news/7746-syrias-average-monthly-salary-
at-syp-11133 
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CHAPTER III. THE OBOE IN ARAB MUSIC 

From East to West 

 

Europe was first introduced to the zurna through Ottoman mehterhāne, or military 

bands that accompanied Ottoman troops and diplomats. Initial European exposure to the 

instrument was likely sometime before the 5th crusade in the 13th century (around the time 

the zurna begins to appear in various European artworks).65 Ottoman mehter became 

influential in the development of Western classical music in a number of ways (regarding 

instruments, instrumentation, military band practices, and extra-musical associations).66 

Most sources note that metherhāne mark the first time the wind/percussion combination 

was heard in Europe, and it inspired the now standard military band practice and various 

wind/percussion combination ensembles. 

Once adopted in Europe, the zurna began to undergo a number of changes that 

would eventually lead to the development of the modern oboe. Initial alterations included 

the incorporation of a pirouette and a partial cap of the reed (thereby exposing less reed in 

the mouth of the player).67 The modified zurna became known as the shawm.68 Further 

developments led to an instrument now named the hautboy (Burgess and Haynes use this 

term to differentiate between this and the modern oboe). Early in the 17th century, the 

previously one-piece shawm was divided into three joints, and we find the beginnings of 

a key mechanism (an E•  key, and an open-standing key enabling the hautboyist to play 

                                                 
65 Burgess and Haynes, 17. 
66 Doras, 30. 
67 Burgess and Haynes, 29. 
68 Ibid. 
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c1).69 The pirouette was abandoned, and players of the hautboy placed their lips directly 

on the reed. 

It is during the second half of the 17th century that the instrument began to 

resemble the modern oboe that is in use today. Introduced in 1657 by Lully’s production 

of L’Amour malade in the court of Louis XIV, the oboe was equipped with an extensive 

key mechanism, bore development, and a lighter and lengthier reed.70 

 

1932 Congress on Arab Music (From West to East) 

 

How did Western European instruments like the oboe become ordinary voices in 

contemporary Arabic music? I consider three circumstances to be the greatest facilitators 

of the trend: the 1932 Congress of Arab Music; the film industry of Cairo, and the 

establishment of music conservatories focused on the teaching and maintaining of 

Western Classical symphonic musical practices.  

Much of what is now labeled as the “Westernization” of Arabic music was the 

direct result of the decisions made by the 1932 Congress of Arab Music. In 1932, King 

Fu’ad I of Egypt sponsored the first Congress of Arab Music71, and appointed French 

painter and musicologist, Rudolph D’Erlanger (1872-1932) as head of the congress.72 

                                                 
69 Ibid. 
70 Bruce Haynes, “Oboe: 2. History to 1800” in Grove Music Online. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1. 
71 Jonathan Shannon, Among the Jasmine Trees: Music and Modernity in Syria, 
(Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 2006), 71. 
72 Justin McGuiness, Footprint Tunisia, (Bath, England: Footprint Handbooks, 2002),  
464. 
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The objective of the conference was to catalog and evaluate the Arab musical practices 

that were active at the time.73 It marks the first large-scale forum with the objectives of 

presenting musical traditions from the Arab world in addition to discussing the state of 

Arab music (seven committees formed to examine various issues within Arab music 

practice such as the maqām system74, Arab music education, and instrumentation.75)  

It was at this conference that Egyptian musician Mohammad Fathi appealed to the 

committee on musical instruments to allow the inclusion of Western classical instruments 

in Arab music. Syrian theorist Tawfiq Al-Sabbagh opposed, and argued that all Western 

music only emphasized precision (this would become part of Arab music if Western 

instruments were utilized) whereas Arabic music focused on emotion, as he believed 

music should. 76 But because the general consensus was that Arab music was in a 

weakened position, it was decided that some type of revitalization was necessary. 

Modernization and standardization were the proposed solutions. Thus, in addition to 

allowing the utilization of western instruments in Arabic music, equal-temperament was 

accepted, making the 24 possible divisions of the octave in the maqām system equal.77  

It was Egyptian film that served as the most successful medium for the 

popularization of music in the 1930s.78 By this time, the Egyptian film industry had 

                                                 
73 Virginia Danielson, “Review: Musique Arabe: Le Congrès du Caire 1932 by Phillipe 
Vigreux”, Yearbook for Traditional Music, Vol. 26, (1994), 132. 
74 Maqām is the singular term for Arabic melodic modes. 
75 Danielson, 133. 
76 Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World: The Culture and Artistry of Tarab, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 3. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Ibid, “Record Industry and Egyptian Traditional Music: 1904-1932”, Ethnomusicology, 
Vol. 1, 1976, 46. 
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established itself as a media powerhouse that promulgated musical numbers heavily 

influenced by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) musical films of Hollywood. The 

incorporation of Western musical forms and instrumentation could not be contested 

because of the recent decisions of the 1932 Congress on Arab Music. Furthermore, 

during the 1920s, it had become apparent that traditional (classical) Arabic songs were 

not suitable for films; the length and repetitious nature in combination with the action on 

screen failed to engage audiences and was not conducive to general plot advancement.79  

One of the earliest signs of the movement towards Western song forms was the 

shortening in the overall length of song, as displayed in one of director Muhammad 

Karim’s earliest films, “The White Rose” (1933) starring Muhammad Abdel Wahhab 

(1910-1991).80 While the songs in the film retain a traditional “Arab” sound through the 

use of the classical Arab ensemble, takht81, most of them are similar to the shortened 

strophic form of the ughniyya82 rather than to the longer song forms of the wasla83 suite 

or the repetitive taqtūqa84 genre. The songs are all five to ten minutes in length, and they 

set the standard for musical films that followed.85 By the end of the 1940s, Egyptian 

musical films were utilizing song forms similar to the ughniyya, but with orchestral 

                                                 
79 Ataa Elnaccash, “Egyptian Cinema: A Historical Outline”, African Arts, Vol. 2, 1968, 
54. 
80 Ibid. 
81 The takht is a small ensemble with the basic instrumentation of ‘ud, nāy, qānūn, violin, 
and riqq. 
82 Translated as “long song”, the taqtūqa genre was a strophic song that eventually 
evolved into the long song, or ughniyya form. The ughniyya involves the alternation of 
vocal refrain and verses and purely instrumental sections (known as muqaddima). 
83 Wasla is a suite of classical Arab music forms. 
84 The taqtūqa has a single melody for its refrain and verses. See Marcus (2007). 
85 Elcannash, ibid. 
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accompaniment that included both the instruments of a Western classical symphony and 

the Arab musical instruments of a takht ensemble. This is reflected in the soundtracks of 

the films starring ughniyya singers Muhammed Abdel Wahhab and Farid al-Atrash 

(1915-1974). The trend thrived as did the film industry, and the amount of Western 

symphonic instruments only increased in the later films of stars such as ’Abd al-Halim 

Hafez (1929-1977) and Sabah (b. 1928), thereby exposing countries throughout the Arab 

world to instruments of the symphony orchestra, such as the oboe. 

 

The Middle Eastern Conservatoire 

 

The establishment of Western European style music conservatories in the Middle 

East further contributed to the inclusion of Western classical instruments in several 

genres of Arab music. Prior to the appearance of conservatories, independent 

missionaries and musicians associated with colonial rule had already introduced Western 

music to the region (and even engaged in pedagogical practices).86 In 1929, the Arab 

Music Institute (previously the Oriental Music Club) was founded in Egypt87, with the 

objectives of producing musicians who were bi-musical and able to play in both Arab and 

Western symphonic musical styles.88 This came a century after the establishment of 

                                                 
86 Salwa al-Shawan Castelo-Branco, “Western Music, Colonialism, Cosmopolitanism, 
and Modernity in Egypt,” in Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Online, vol. 6. 
http://glnd.alexanderstreet.com.ezproxy1.330417 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid, “Institutionalization of Learning in Egypt,” in Garland Encyclopedia of World 
Music Online, vol. 6. http://glnd.alexanderstreet.com.ezproxy2. 330218 
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Western military music institutes that trained European-style military bands in Egypt.89 A 

national conservatory and symphony orchestra (state-supported) were established in 

Cairo in 1959.90 Syria strived to follow suit: The Arab Institute of Music (focused on 

training musicians in both Arab and Western classical music with an emphasis on the 

latter) was founded in Damascus by violinist and conductor Solhi al-Wadi in 1962. 

However, it was not until 1990 that the doors to the High Institute of Music in Damascus 

(the state-sponsored conservatoire) finally opened (The Damascus Opera House is part of 

the same complex, and opened the same year).91 After years of struggling to establish a 

classical music practice in the country, al-Wadi managed to gain support from the Syrian 

government to open a formal institution in the Western European vein that would offer 

training in music, theatre, and dance. 92 

With the establishment of European-style music conservatories in the Middle East 

in the second half of the twentieth century, generations of music performers and 

composers were bred during a time when the sentiment “everything West is best” was a 

slogan of survival in post-colonial Arab nations.93 The climate was ideal for any 

tendencies towards Western musical sounds and forms. 

                                                 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 http://www.syriansymphony.org/solhi.html 
92 Dean Athil Hamdan, interview by author, 28 March 2010, Damascus, live interview, 
High Institute of Music, Damascus. 
93 Jonathan Shannon, Among the Jasmine Trees: Music and Modernity in Syria, 
(Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 2006), 77. 
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Photograph III-1. The Syrian Opera House and High Institute of Music as seen from the 

Oumawyeen Square in Damascus. 

 

Habib H. Touma’s Sama’i for Oboe and Piano 

 

In an attempt to observe the effects of the decisions of the 1932 Congress on Arab 

Music and the institutionalization of Western symphonic music, the works of Arab 

composers such as Habib Hasan Touma (1934-1998) must be considered. 

Habib H. Touma was born in Nazareth, and spent the majority of his adult life in 

Germany.94 He was an ethnomusicologist, composer, and pianist who attended the Haifa 

                                                 
94 Christian Poché, “Habib Hassan Tūma,” in Grove Music Online.  
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Conservatory and later continued to study composition at the Israel Conservatory and 

Academy of Music in Tel Aviv.95 His primary teacher in Tel Aviv was Alexander U. 

Boscovich. Known for promulgating a distinctive Israeli style of classical music, 

Boscovich was one of the leading composers in Israel.96  

Sama’i for Oboe and Piano97 was written in 1961 and published by Israeli Music 

Publications in Tel Aviv.98 Samā’ ī is an Arab instrumental genre that literally means “to 

be heard”, and traditionally consists of four khānāt (plural for khāna), or parts, that are 

separated by the repeat of a taslīm, or refrain.99 The first three sections are usually 

metered in 10/8, and the final is in triple meter, often 6/8.  

However, in the case of Touma’s samā’ ī, the first two khānāt are in the traditional 

10/8, but the third is in 5/8 and the last is in 9/8. Furthermore, the taslīm sections vary 

greatly from each other and function as a refrain only in that the so-named sections 

reoccur: the first is a metered 5/4 section, the second is an oboe cadenza, and the third is a 

piano cadenza. Touma also inserted moments of simultaneous, free improvisation 

sections at the very end of the piece. There is no key signature; rather Touma focused on 

the tonal centers of melodies throughout each khāna. The melodies are comprised of 

                                                                                                                                                 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.28218  
95 Ibid. 
96 Neil W. Levin, “Biography: Shulamit Ran,” in Milken Archive of Jewish Music: The 
American Experience”. 
http://www.milkenarchive.org/people/view/all/576/Ran,+Shulamit 
97 The genre, Samai should be transliterated as samā’ ī according the IJMES guide. 
However, I have chosen not to alter the spelling Touma used for the title of his 
composition. 
98 Habib Hassan Touma, Sama’i for Oboe and Piano, (Tel Aviv: Israeli Music 
Publications Limited, 1961). 
99 Ibid, vii. 
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mostly stepwise movement, similar to classical Arab music melodies and the way they 

move through the maqām system. 

The notes that accompany the piece read that Touma believes Arabic music is “in 

need of a renaissance”100, and that the modern Arab repertoire is spoiled by pop 

musicians imitating Western crooning melodies. It goes on to say that he believes he is 

the first Arab musician in his country to:  

 

….risk studying Western music in order to write good oriental music that can be 
appreciated by artists who so far have regarded Arabic music as primitive and 
monotonous.101 
 
 
This is an important sentiment expressed by Touma because of what it reveals 

regarding conservatoire-trained Arab musicians and composers of the time he published 

the work. Touma had observed the transformation in Arab music regarding the entrance 

of Western musical elements and forms. However, it seems he found Arab popular songs 

that were Western in essence to have incorporated foreign musical characteristics in a 

completely superficial way. While the above quotes imply that he did not oppose the 

usage of Western music elements, they indicate that he believed the most important 

objective of the decision to allow them had been forgotten: the incorporation of Western 

musical elements was supposed to aid in the revitalization of Arab music. Instead, it 

seems he found what happened to be the opposite, and Western popular music forms 

                                                 
100 Ibid, v. 
101 Ibid. 
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were trivializing Arab music. Touma’s Sama’i for Oboe and Piano was intended as an 

exemplary blend of Western and Arab music traditions. 

Most relevant to the present study is the apparent change in Touma’s views from 

the time he published Sama’i for Oboe and Piano (1961) to the release of his book, The 

Music of the Arabs, over thirty years later in 1996. When referring to the plight of the 

contemporary Arab musician, he states that the identity of the Arab musician is 

essentially in crisis after being exposed to and effected by Western music.102 In Touma’s 

words, any new developments in Arab music: 

 

…give rise to nothing more than a monstrous distortion of the traditional musical 
resources of the Arabs. Such a distortion was created by the use of non-Arabian 
instruments, rhythms, and compositional forms, by the tendency toward harmonization 
and orchestration of Arabian music, and by a performance practice that is, along with 
everything previously mentioned, foreign to its nature.103 

 
 
It seems that his previous hopeful outlook in regards to the possibilities of the 

advancement of Arab music through the incorporation of Western elements (of any kind) 

disappeared by the 1990s, and he became critical and skeptical of any developments he 

witnessed throughout the latter half of the 20th century. In the 1960s, he was denouncing 

only Arab popular music, but he resulted to condemning all Arab music that veered in 

any way from the tradition. 

What caused the change in Touma’s standpoint? As far as is documented, he 

composed his final work (of eight) in 1974. Did he find that after attempting multiple 

                                                 
102 Habib Hasan Touma, The Music of The Arabs, (Portland: Amadeus Press, 1996), 143. 
103 Ibid. 
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compositions for Western instruments with Arab song forms (see Table III-1.), the result 

was futile (not advancing Arab music)? After all, every work he composed is for Western 

symphonic instruments.  

 

Table III-1. The compositional output of Habib Touma.104 

Name of Composition Date of Composition Instrumentation 
Oriental Rhapsody 1958 2 Flutes 

Percussion 
Suite Arabe 1961 Piano 
Sama’i 1961 Oboe 

Piano 
Study No. 1 1962 Flute 
Study No. 2 (Combinations) 1965 Flute 
Reflexus I 1965 12 Strings 
Taqsim 1966 Piano 
Maqam for Natalie 1974 Piano 
 

 

I believe the answer is complicated, and that political, economic, and socio-

cultural factors also contributed to the disappearance of an eagerness towards Western 

music by Touma and musicians and composers like him. These factors will be further 

explored in Chapter IV. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
104 Poché, ibid. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE OBOE AND ZURNA TODAY 

The Syrian Perspective 

 

 In the present chapter, I will explore what the zurna and oboe mean to people in 

Syria. I will do so first through a discussion of the sentiments I encountered in interviews 

of musicians and listeners in Syria, followed by a demonstration of the way the 

instruments have been and are being used in popular music (via musical examples). 

 In general, when asked about the use of Western instruments in Arab music, such 

as the oboe in the popular songs of Fairuz, most participants had similar responses, such 

as “Fairuz did not sing Arab music”, or “It was natural to that style of music, but it’s not 

Arab.” Most of those I interviewed seemed pleased with the inclusion of Western 

instruments, but did not consider songs using them to be Arab. On the other hand, I 

received a wide range of opinions regarding the use of Arab instruments in popular music 

(a genre decidedly considered to be Westernized by all participants).  I have included the 

following chart so that the reader may observe the variety of responses in correspondence 

with the participant’s occupation and level/type of involvement with music. In order to 

avoid repetition, I only included responses that are representative of my population 

sample. 

 

 
Survey Question A. What do you think of the use of instruments such as the zurna in 

popular music? 
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Table IV-1. Responses to Survey Question A. 

Occupation of Participant Response 
Student 1 at HIM105 I do not care for it. 
Student 2 at HIM; oboist with SNSO106 These instruments are like dinosaurs. 

Student 3 at HIM It has a nice sound, maybe the sound of 
the zurna gets inside you and you get in 
the mood. 

Student 4 at HIM This is not really Arab music. They use 
these instruments so they can say they are 
Arab. 

Student 5 at HIM This is done to appeal to a lot of people. 

Student 6 at HIM I hate to hear any instrument used in a 
music other than what it was meant to 
play.  

Conductor of AO107 I do not like the blends of the old with 
the new. It should all be new. 

Conductor of SNSO and student 
orchestra at HIM 

They want the “aromas” of the folk, but 
they do not know what this is. Maybe it 
is because of satellite, but the different 
[folk musics] are losing their identities. 

Dean of HIM No answer 
Symphonic Composer They have zurna because they use a lot 

of musicians from Turkey. 
Symphonic Composer/Previous 
Orchestration Professor at HIM 

The sound is kitsch, but helps people 
connect to it. 

Kawala Peformer; Music director for 
Milhem Zein108 

Not good: there is no quality in the 
melody, it is designed for dancing. 

Zurna Player 1 There are more and more these days. 
Zurna Player 2 It can be nice, it is put for the color. 
Listener 1; Student  I like it for dabka. 
Listener 2; Housewife  This is for songs with al-turath. It is nice, 

from the past.  
 

                                                 
105 High Institute of Music in Damascus 
106 Syrian National Symphony Orchestra 
107 Arabian Orchestra of the Solhi al-Wadi Institute (children’s orchestra) 
108 Lebanese pop singer 
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Most of the practicing musicians were skeptical of the “blending” of sounds and 

did not care for the majority of songs that did so. If they did not oppose the usage, they 

were indifferent.  Non-musicians were in general more in favor of the sound. In many 

cases, listeners (now living in Damascus) recalled the village they were born in, or said 

the sound of the zurna makes them want to partake in the traditional dances that 

accompany many of the folk songs that the zurna plays. 

The proceeding musical selections provided are representative, chronological 

examples of the roles the oboe and zurna have held in Syrian music over time. They 

represent the usage of these instruments at the height of the trends that favored them. Of 

most interest are the societal and political ideologies that these musical trends are 

attached to. The oboe first entered Arab music after the decision that “revitalization” was 

needed in order to “save” the practice. It is then further exploited when Arab countries 

such as Syria turn to Western cultural forms in an attempt to “modernize” themselves out 

of a weakened, post-colonial state.  

 

The Oboe and “Modernity” in Arab Music 

 

A typical example of the role the oboe maintained in popular film music (the main 

source of Arab popular music from 1930s through the 1970s) may be observed upon 

examination of the oboe part from the song “Gabbar” in the film Ma’buda al-jamahir 

(The Girl Who is Worshiped by the Audience, 1967). The story of the movie is a tale of 

love lost and found again, and stars Abdel Halim Hafez (1929-1977), the legendary 
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Egyptian-born singer and film star, and Shadiyya (Fatima Ahmad Kamal, b. 1931), 

Egyptian singer and popular music artist. “Gabbar” was sung by Hafez, and continues to 

enjoy immense popularity among Arab audiences (it is frequently performed by 

contestants in televised amateur talent shows that are similar to American Idol). 

The song reflects a film music trend that had been well established by the release 

of Ma’buda al-jamahir. It was promoted decades earlier by composers such as the famed 

Muhammed Abdel Wahhab (1907-1991), an Egyptian composer who was known for his 

performance style and innovative compositional techniques109. “Gabbar” can be classified 

as part of the aforementioned ughniyya song form, and thus reflects a blend of Western 

music (through instrumentation and brevity of song length) with Arab music (by way of 

the qānun and the vocal style). The instrumentation is a chamber orchestra containing 

mostly Western European instruments (violins, cello, double bass, guitar, accordion, 

trombones, flute, and oboe). The only Arab instrument included is one qānun110. In this 

ughniyya, as in many of the time, one or two oboes often played short melodic lāzimas111, 

or phrases, with other treble instruments such as the flute (as illustrated in Example IV-

1). 

 

 

 

                                                 
109 Racy, 34. 
110 A qanun is a plucked zither played solo and in Arabic classical music ensembles 
throughout the Middle East. 
111 In Arabic the term lāzimas refers to short instrumental passages that may separate 
phrases of the main vocal melody. 
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Musical Example IV-1. Lāzimas for flute and oboe from “Gabbar”. 

 

 

This example is in maqām nahawand jaharka112, a maqām very similar to the 

Western scale, f•  minor. The rhythm and melody of the lāzimas are similar to 

instrumental accompanimental phrases typical to the vocal songs of Hollywood MGM 

film scores of the 1930s (lāzimas for Arab wind instruments would not typically involve 

staccato notes). Additionally, rather than utilizing an Arabic rhythmic mode (iqa’) in the 

traditional sense, the piece is written in 6/8 time.  

The song opens and closes with Abdel Halim Hafez performing a mawwāl, a 

vocal melodic improvisation of pre-composed texts.113 Between the two mawwāls is the 

completely pre-composed, measured portion of “Gabbar”114. The lāzimas in “Gabbar” 

                                                 
112 Maqām is a general term for Arabic melodic modes. Nahawānd is a maqām with a key 
signature and intervallic distances equivalent to the notes of F# minor. The term jaharka 
is placed after it to indicate that, in this case, nahawānd starts on F#. (Jaharka is the 
Persian-Arabic name for the note F.) Although some maqāmāt (plural for maqām) share 
key signatures with Western-European scales, they should not be interpreted as 
equivalents due to the differences in performance practice. 
113 Mawwāwils (plural for mawwāl) may or may not be measured. 
114 This song may be analyzed in ABA format. However, within Arabic music practice 
vocal improvisation preceding a measured song is often not considered to be a separate 
portion of that song, but rather a warm-up to the maqām the song will be performed in. 
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played by flute and oboe punctuate the long, heterophonic115 melodic lines sung by Abdel 

Wahhab and played by the violin section. The oboe and flute are exposed being the only 

instruments to play anything other than the melodic line. Sometimes the oboe and flute 

play these lāzimas in unison, and at other times (together) they provide chordal harmony 

(see Example IV-1.). This further reflects Western influence as harmony is not typical to 

any genre of Arab music. 

“Gabbar” is a good example of the style of music in which the oboe was included 

during the period following the decisions of the 1932 Congress on Arab Music. Egyptian 

ughniyya songs like “Gabbar” dominated the popular music scene in Syria from the 

1930s through the 1970s due the hegemony of the Egyptian film industry. Overall, the 

song renders a Western European feel (through the use of a symphonic chamber orchestra 

and harmonic accompaniment) with Arabic elements such as mawwāl, the vocal stylings 

of Hafez, that and the sound of the qānun. 

Assi (1923-1986) and Mansour Rahbani (1925-2009), the composers for the 

legendary Lebanese popular music singer, Fairuz (b. 1935), followed in the footsteps of 

Egyptian film composers, but encouraged and produced an even more Western sound 

with their orchestrations (in fact, the music of the Rahbani brothers is often not 

considered to be “Arab”). The music that Fairuz and the Rahbani brothers produced 

marks the beginning of a period in Arabic popular music that produced songs with forms 

                                                 
115 Arabic classical and traditional music is either monophonic or heterophonic – 
harmony is not characteristic in any traditional or indigenous Arabic music genre. 
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and attributes more similar to European and American popular music than ever before.116 

It coincided with a political atmosphere in Syria of openness to and encouragement for 

the country to “Westernize” in an attempt to modernize. This contributed to a climate 

conducive to the use of instruments such as the oboe, which symbolized Western music 

and society and therefore “modernity”. 

The beginning of the song, Ana wa Shadi (Musical Example IV-2.) from the late 

1970s, contains an introduction for solo oboe.117 The song was written by Mansour 

Rahbani, and is about a young girl who loses her childhood friend amidst battles of the 

Lebanese Civil War. It was written in kurd husayni118, a maqām similar to the a major 

scale.119  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
116 For discussion on the influence of the European and American popular music song 
forms and industries, see Adorno (1941), and Taylor (1997). 
117 Oboe solos are not uncommon in the music of Fairuz, especially in the height of her 
collaboration with the Rahbani brothers (1960’s the 1970’s). The Fairuz albums produced 
in this period display much Western classical influence, while her later albums (within 
which most songs were composed by her son, Ziad Rahbani) sound to have been more 
strongly inspired by jazz. 
118 Kurd is a maqam with a key signature equivalent to the A major scale. Husayni is the 
Persian-Arabic name for the note “a”, indicating that the maqām, in this instance, starts 
on a. 
119 In terms of key signature and intervallic distance. 
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Musical Example IV-2. Oboe solo introduction from Ana wa Shadi, mm. 1-7. 

 

 

The accompanying drone on a played by the violin (a staple instrument in the 

takht ensemble) makes the introduction sound similar to the taqasim120 that always 

precede vocal song forms and serve to establish the mood of the maqām of any particular 

song. During taqasim one or more instruments play a drone while one solo instrument 

improvises (utilizing musical tendencies specific to each maqām). The oboe solo in Ana 

wa Shadi sounds improvised, but plays only a fraction of the time that a taqasim would 

normally last.121 Furthermore, the step-wise motion of the melody recalls ones similar to 

those in Arab music. A measured rhythm does not begin until after the vocal intro that 

                                                 
120 Taqasīm is the Arabic term for solo instrumental improvisation within the maqām 
system. 
121 The solo begins on a2 and progresses to an a octave lower, a trait characteristic of the 
final qafla (the Arabic word for cadential phrase) of a taqasim. 
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follows is finished. The oboe is joined by the violin, oboe, oud, darbekka and riqq. 

Mansour Rahbani decided to include the oboe as a solo instrument amongst Arab ones. 

The oboe introduction in Ana wa Shadi indexes Arabic music within a Western 

popular music frame. It marks the introduction of the oboe into Arab popular music as a 

solo instrument without attachment to an orchestra, as it was in the ughniyya form. Songs 

performed by the legendary Fairuz (such as this one) helped to establish the oboe as a 

solo instrument in Arabic popular songs. 

 

The Zurna and Musical “Authenticity” in Syria 

 

Musical Example IV-3. is the zurna line from Tuak ‘ala Bali, a song released by 

the Syrian singer Assalah Mustafah Nasri (b. Damascus, 1965) in 2004. Assalah, as she is 

known in the entertainment world, began recording her first albums in the early 

1990’s.122 In her songs Assalah is usually either accompanied by a larger takht ensemble 

(in its expanded form, usually referred to as firqa), a synthesized version of that 

ensemble, or a combination of live and synthesized instruments. Traditional Arabic 

instruments such as nāy and zurnā play most of the wind solos in her repertoire. Oboe 

parts and solos, such as that found in the music performed by Abdel Halim Hafez and 

Fairuz, are not typical to Assalah’s music123 

                                                 
122 Vbulletin. “Queen Assalah.” August 2009, http://www.assalanasry.com/. 
123 The same can be said for many of Assala’s contemporaries. 
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In Tuak ‘ala Bali, Assalah is accompanied by a live chorus, strings, and an Arab 

drum section124. All other instruments are synthesized, including the sound of a zurna. 

Thus, while she does not have a live zurna player, the song recalls the instrument through 

the use of a synthesized sound.  

 

Musical Example IV-3. Zurna solo in Tuak ‘ala Bali.  

 

This zurna solo is also in maqām kurd husayni and contains writing that reflects 

musical figures characteristic of those that the zurna often performs in folk music, 

particularly the syncopation and trills found at the end of the first three measures. The 

stepwise motion of the melody line is a general characteristic of Arabic music, and the 

limited range reflects the limited range of the zurna.  The solo can be considered to be in 

4/4 time accompanied by a drum-set, juxtaposing a folk instrumental melody with a 

Western popular music sound.  

Although Tuak ‘ala Bali is a popular song in the Western vein, it accomplishes a 

more “Arab” sound through its use of the zurna (in lieu of Western European instruments 

that were popular for solo parts in Arabic popular music of the past). In referencing rural 
                                                 
124Daff (frame drum), darbekke, and riqq. 
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past and folklore, this song reflects the change in cultural and political sentiments that 

Syria experienced since the 1970’s and music of Fairuz. 

Finally, Musical Example IV-4 is from Ya Leil Ana Weyak (2008), by Lebanese 

singer Assi Al-Hillani (b. 1970). This song is particularly interesting because it utilizes a 

unique combination of Arab instruments (even for Arab popular music) as well as 

Western European ones. It is scored for instruments such as nāy and qānun in addition to 

strings and piano (which play throughout the song except for the break in the middle). 

The break features a zurna ensemble accompanied only by percussion (darbekka and 

riqq). It is not common to find a popular song (or traditional song for that matter) that 

contains both nāy and zurna, perhaps because historically these instruments were not 

typical to any shared genre.  
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Musical Example IV-4. Zurna solo lines in the break of Ya Leil Ana Weyak. 

 

 

This solo is in maqām rāst husayni and like Tuak ‘ala bali contains many musical 

figures that are typical to the folk zurna tradition (such as stepwise melodic movement 

and frequent trills). In addition to syncopation and trills, the solo is florid and both zurnas 

play in unison, as they would in up-beat folk dance forms (especially rural wedding 

songs). The zurnas are accompanied by percussion playing iqa’ sa’idi (D T _ D D _ 

T_)125, a rhythm stereotypical to mizmār sa’idi bands that frequently perform for 

                                                 
125 D and T represent the Arabic rhythmic grammar that acknowledges two contrasting 
sounds. D stands for dumm and is the lowest sound on a drum. T stands for takk and 
represents a contrasting high pitch often played on the rim of the drum. The _ represents 
silence. In common time, these symbols would each be assigned to an eighth of the beat. 
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Egyptian weddings and festivals. None of the other solos in the song are performed on 

Western European instruments. Therefore, all the instruments with featured solos are 

considered traditional. 

In recently produced popular music, it is considerably more rare to find a solo by 

an orchestral instrument such as the oboe. The catalogues of current popular singers such 

as Asala and Assi al-Hellani, whose songs are frequented by solos featuring the nāy, 

kawala126, and zurna, demonstrate this. This musical trend reflects current movements 

towards “Arabization” in countries such as Syria. The inclusion of Arab folk instruments 

represents an effort to return to and represent an “authentic” (albeit arguably) Arab 

identity.127 While by the 21st century, it appears that Western influenced popular song 

forms have permeated the Arab repertoire to the point it is irreversible, most 

contemporary singers are contributing the “re-appropriation” of lost Arabness through 

their use of Arab classical and folk instruments.  

The inclusion of Arab instruments from different traditional genres in popular 

music may imply that while popular music in Syria (as elsewhere in the Middle East) is 

not often considered to be truly Arab by older generations and the musical elite, including 

various indigenous Arab sounds is a way for popular musicians to increase the 

“Arabness” of their music. In this way, a song such as Ya Leil Ana Wayak may appease 

current calls for the perpetuation of ancient Arab culture and heritage preservation while 

                                                                                                                                                 
The initial “D” is on beat one, and the initial “T” is on the up-beat of one. The intial “_” 
is on beat two, and the “D” is on the up-beat of two, etc. 
126 The kawala is a reed flute similar to the nāy, but is shorter in length and does not have 
a thumbhole. The melodic tendencies of the instrument vary considerably from those of 
the nāy. 
127 Shannon, 24. 
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also establishing more legitimacy for the artist (as both a better musician and a good 

Arab128). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
128 Shannon, 57. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Throughout the course of my fieldwork in Syria, I interviewed practicing folk 

musicians, students at the High Institute of Music in Damascus, professional symphonic 

musicians, and avid music fans and listeners. I sought to understand how they considered 

both the various musical practices in which they participated and ones in which they did 

not actively participate. In particular, I wanted to discover the social significance and 

processes surrounding different exposures to the sounds of the zurna and oboe (either 

voluntarily or involuntarily) as part of the daily soundscape in Damascus. Recurring 

themes in almost every interview were conceptualizations about modernity and 

authenticity, and how specific sounds and musical practices adhered to or diverged from 

these individual viewpoints. I turn now to the theoretical models of Tarabishi, Shannon, 

Bourdieu, Racy and Geertz, amongst others, to introduce contemporary theories about the 

notions of modernity and authenticity in new Middle Eastern states like Syria, and apply 

them to the present study. 

Syrian intellect George Tarabishi (b. 1939) has written extensively on the issues 

of modernity and Arab identity in the Middle East. His works have been divided into two  

phases: in the first phase, he seems to embrace Western ideologies such as Marxism and 

nationalism. In the second, it seems as though he rediscovers Islamic and Arab heritage, 

and repeatedly and heavily critiques Moroccan philosopher, Mohammed Abed al-Jabri’s 

(1936-2010) significant work, “Critique of Arab Reason”, a work in which Al-Jabri 

focuses on the failure of the Enlightenment in the Islamic world. Tarabishi felt that while 
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al-Jabri’s initial argument is sound, he failed to identify the true reasons for the failure of 

the modernity project in the Arab world in general.129 Instead, Tarabishi endorses and 

promotes Adonis’ (b. 1930)130 “shock of modernity”, a metaphor that he uses to describe 

the “East” as a motionless body impacted by the quickly moving “West”. In Al- 

Muthaqqafun al-Arab wa al-Turath (1991), Tarabishi expands on Adonis’s “shock” 

model, a model that he argues forced Arab leaders and intellectuals to consider the 

reformation of Arab society.131 Tarabishi describes the encounter as a “trauma” that sent 

the Arab world into a spin physically, socially, politically, and culturally.132 It could be 

argued that this “trauma” accounts for the varied musical trends and attitudes towards 

music practices over the last eighty years. 

In Among the Jasmine Trees: Music and Modernity in Contemporary Syria 

(2006), Jonathan Shannon discusses post-colonial Arab modernity and deconstructs 

Tarabishi’s “shock of modernity” theory. Shannon finds the use of this theory 

problematic as there were already networks linking peoples of the Mediterranean that 

provided cultural exchange for centuries before Napoleon’s arrival (or the European 

“collision”).133 Additionally, Tarabishi’s theory does not account for the effect this 

“collision” had on European modernity as well, and he notes that there were in fact 

                                                 
129 Samer Abuzaid, “George Tarabishi”, Philosophers of the Arabs. 
http://www.arabphilosophers.com/English/philosophers/contemporary/contemporary-
names/Tarabishi/Tarabishi.htm 
130 “Adonis” is the pseudonym of Syrian poet and essayist, Ali Ahmad Said Asbar. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Shannon, 61. 
133 Ibid, 62. 
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reciprocal consequences, as pointed out by Said (1978) and other Middle Eastern 

postcolonial critics.134 

Instead Shannon provides an alternative model to describe the construction of 

modernity in Arab states and nations. Using music terminology, he compares the 

modernity conceptualization to that of improvisation within Arab music, where musicians 

draw on conventions and musical phrases within an existing framework to compose 

music while it is being performed.135 He finds that in a similar way, modernity is an act 

of composition (of nations, economies, etc.) in specific historical monuments and 

spaces.136 Modernities of South Asian, Arab, Melanesian, North American, and European 

nations refer back to their own “specific struggles, contradictions, and 

indeterminacies”.137 Thus, nations create modern subjectivities established on their own 

stock of standard traits and infuse them with cultural and regional specificities. He argues 

that European modernity model does not dominate in such a way that it provides a 

“theme” for all other nation’s “variations”138. Instead, Shannon states that Europe’s 

differential power in history provides that there are elements of the European variation 

that resonate but are not exactly copied in those of other nations. In turn, elements from 

non-European nations are echoed in modern European experiences.139  

 

                                                 
134 Ibid, 62. 
135 “Improvisation” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. 
136 Shannon, 67. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Theme and variations is a musical form in which two or more variations are based on 
the same melodic material. 
139 Shannon, 68. Shannon provides examples such as Orientalism in modern European 
literature. 
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In looking at conceptualizations of modernity and the authentic in Arab music in 

contemporary Syria, Shannon’s improvisation model also provides a basis to observe 

self-composition. Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977, 1984) concepts of habitus and agency 

(relative to the larger social construction of the nation) become useful in analyzing how 

actors explain and contest what they believe authentic Arab music to be while reckoning 

with modernity.140 As individual and national renditions of what is “modern” have 

changed throughout time, performers begin to have different recollections of what Arab 

music “sounds” like.  

In Making Music in The Arab World: The Culture and Artistry of Tarab (2003), 

Professor Ali Jihad Racy illustrates different attitudes towards Arab and Western 

European music in relation to Arab practices. Racy’s insights help illuminate how 

nationalist discourse on authenticity and modernity can affect attitudes towards general 

musical performance practice and the use of indigenous and foreign musical elements in 

popular music. Contingent on the state agenda, nationalist discourse might promote or 

discourage indigenous vs. foreign practices.  The use of musical elements labeled 

“indigenous” and “foreign” represent the inevitable struggle between essentialism and 

epochalism (respectively) that plagues nation-building movements in post-colonial states 

as described by Geertz.141 As it filters down to cultural practices, we find products that 

seek to claim a stake in Arab authenticity as part of the essentialist trend, while 

maintaining the ability to compete with foreign (and/or modern) cultural forms resulting 

from epochalist efforts. The music trends discussed in the present document provide 

                                                 
140 Ibid, 66. 
141 Geertz, 241. 
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examples of cultural practices that resulted from the essentialist/epochalist struggle as it 

has unfolded in Syria. The use of indigenous instruments such as the zurna represent the 

latest waves of nationalist-essentialist discourse, while the incorporation of Western 

musical forms and instruments (such as the oboe) can be considered a result of an earlier, 

epochalist climate.  

Today, as I maintain a dialogue with the musicians, colleagues, and friends I 

worked with in Syria, I am reminded of how fragile are the sentiments that bond music 

with social, economic, and political movements. Syrians continue to make music, but the 

practices I last observed in 2010 have changed, and reflect the current political and social 

unrest. While I believe it is too early to tell, it seems as though the latest digression in the 

Syrian-Turkish relationship may effect musical practices in Syria that are in one way or 

another, Turkish informed. It goes without saying that recent attitudes towards the West 

and Western music will change, but prophesizing seems futile considering the complex 

and volatile nature of the situation. Extra-musical associations are rapidly shifting, and 

this document will remain as a “snapshot” of the way the practices discussed once were. 
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APPENDIX A. HSPP CORRESPONDENCE FORM 
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